Nextiva Transit
Fleet Manager

For Highly Effective, Manageable, and Scalable On-Board CCTV Systems

Nextiva Fleet Manager helps transit organisations improve
on-board safety for passengers and staff and reduce losses
from liability, vandalism, and theft.
Designed to manage CCTV devices on up to 1,000 buses
or train carriages, Nextiva Fleet Manager reduces cost
of ownership and operation and can significantly lower
the expense and administrative overhead associated
with adding new CCTV equipment to a growing
transit infrastructure.
Centralised CCTV Management and Health
Monitoring for Reliable, Cost-Effective Operation
Nextiva Fleet Manager streamlines management of
your on-board CCTV systems by enabling them to be
centrally configured and managed. Automated device
health checking and problem notification reduce device
down time, lower service and maintenance costs, and
help ensure that critical images are available when
needed. As firmware updates become available, Nextiva
Fleet Manager can deliver them to all managed devices,
simplifying maintenance. And when new CCTV devices are
added, they can be configured and managed as easily as
the devices that Nextiva Fleet Manager already controls.
Flexible Video Upload for Addressing Events, Claims,
and Criminal Activity
Nextiva Fleet Manager can upload video automatically or
on demand, helping transit organisations respond effectively
to important events and build evidence for addressing
claims and criminal activity. For example, if a driver triggers
an alarm, Nextiva Fleet Manager automatically detects
when the vehicle next returns to a station or depot and
then uploads the pertinent video and data. If a significant
event is reported at a later date or time, an upload can be
scheduled to occur the next time the train enters a station
or the bus returns to the depot.

Key Features
• Centralised CCTV management
for up to 1,000 buses or train
carriages
• Automated health checking and
problem notification
• Scheduled or automatic upload
of video and data
• Live transmission of critical event
video via WLAN
• Built on open platform for
GSM, WLAN, 3G, and CDMA
interoperability
• Simplified delivery of new
configuration or firmware to
entire fleet

Live Video Transmission for Highly Effective Emergency Management
When a critical event occurs, Nextiva Fleet Manager can transmit live video and
data via wireless LAN (WLAN) to central monitoring stations, police departments,
and other agencies, as well as to mobile video monitors in first response vehicles.
Nextiva Fleet Manager helps expedite emergency event response, providing
actionable intelligence for more rapid and effective emergency handling.
Open Platform-Based for Easy Interoperability with Communications
Infrastructure
Nextiva Fleet Manager is built on an open platform and integrates readily with
GSM, WLAN, 3G, and CDMA. This integration promotes highly reliable onboard transmission and enables transit organisations to make the most of the
sophisticated wireless communications technologies available to them.
Nextiva Transit: The Industry’s Most Comprehensive Video Security
Portfolio
Nextiva Fleet Manager is part of Nextiva Transit, the industry’s most comprehensive
video security portfolio for public transportation today. Built on Verint expertise
from thousands of successful deployments, Nextiva Transit captures, analyses, and
transmits video from virtually any fixed or mobile location — on board buses and
trains, in stations and parking lots, depots and train yards. This integrated video
portfolio features a wide array of wireless and wireline devices, sophisticated video
analytics, versatile video management software, automated system-wide health
monitoring, and rugged mobile cameras, video monitors, and DVRs. Nextiva’s
easy integration with CCTV, physical security, emergency response, and on-board
information systems streamlines deployment and generates a more complete and
actionable view of transit operations.
Plus, Nextiva Transit is from Verint, the leader in networked video security
solutions worldwide.
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